FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Sea to Summit

Ascent Ac1 Sleeping Bag (2
°C)
From $399.90
Available sizes:
Regular - Left Zipper | Long - Left Zipper

Details

Specifications

Lightweight yet warm and versatile, the Ascent Ac1 from Sea
to Summit is an adaptable down bag which will keep you
comfortable on all kinds of adventures. This bag has a
tapered rectangular shape which is roomier than a mummy
bag but will still keep you warm. You can adjust this design
depending on the conditions thanks to the free-flow triple
zips. With a half zip on the right side you can fold it down to
free up your arms, the full-length zip and separate foot zip
allows you to use it as a quilt when it's hot, and you can close
it all up when it's chilly. The Ascent Ac1 has a 2°C comfort
rating and -4° lower limit so it's suited to general 3 season
use. Filled with R.D.S certified 750+ loft down, this bag
provides plenty of insulation and it has vertical baffles over
the chest to prevent cold spots, a side block baffle to keep
the 60/40 fill ratio and oversized draft tubes to trap body heat.
To keep the weight down, the shell and lining are made from
breathable yet lightweight nylon, while the large internal
security pocket means you can keep your valuables close as
you sleep. Prepare yourself for a myriad of sleeping
conditions, with the cleverly adaptable Ascent Ac1 Sleeping
Bag from Sea to Summit. 2°C comfort rating and -4° lower
limit Tapered rectangular shape balances space and warmth
Versatile down bag which can be adapted to weather
conditions Half zip on right side provides movement for both
armsFull length two-way left side zip and separate foot zip
allows for us as a quilt R.D.S certified 750+ loft duck down for
insulation Oversized draft tubes prevent body heat
escapingVertical baffles on the chest to prevent cold spots
Side block baffle to maintain a 60/40 ratio Generous hood
and dual cord adjustment Large internal security pocket for
valuables Compatible LH and RH bags zip together

Snowys Code:

33163

Supplier Code:

AAC1-R

Comfort Temp. Rating:

2 &#176;C

Snowys Comfort Rating: 2 &#176;C
Lower Temp. Limit:

-4 &#176;C

Shape:

Tapered Rectangular

Fill Ratio Top/Bottom:

60/40

Max. User Height:

183 cm

Internal Girth:

155 cm Chest | 146 cm Hip | 122 cm
Foot

External Dimensions:

205L x 71W cm

Packed Dimensions:

39L x 18.5W cm

Material:

20D Nylon

Fill Material:

RDS 750+ Loft ULTRA-DRY Duck
Down™

Fill Weight:

330 g

Lining:

20D Nylon

Zip Draft Tube:

Yes

Neck Draft Tube:

With Dual Cord Adjustment

Zipper:

#5 YKK | 1/2 Right Side | Full TwoWay Left | Foot Zip | Zip Coupling
Compatible

Weight:

0.860 Kg

Suggested Use:

Travel | Trekking

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns

Snowys Outdoors

